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INSTRUCTIONS 

The finished model 

2 parts – the Chassis and the Body 

 

Tools Required 
Craft knife Special tube cutter Soldering iron 
Lead-free solder Adhesive pad Scissors 
PVA adhesive Wire stripper/cutter Sandpaper 

 
Topics learnt 

Main functional parts of a motor vehicle 
Types of power units, pros and cons of electric drives 
Effect of gears 
Drawings and dimensions 
Vehicle steering principles 

 
Safety 

Establish and apply rules for safe use of soldering iron, wire cutters and strippers and 
craft knife  

 

 

1 

This is an Education Kit – not a Toy. 

It requires adult supervision during construction. 

The Kit contains small parts and is NOT suitable for children under 8yrs of age. 
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The parts 

The picture below shows all the parts.  Check that you have each part by ticking the list. 

 

Part Name Qty. Check 

1 Corriflute panel 4mm thick (60mm x 40mm)  1  

2 Battery holder (1 x AA) 1  

3 Large plastic gear 1  

4 Small plastic gear 16 teeth 1  

5 Small plastic gear 10 teeth 1  

6 Electric motor MM10 1  

7 Slide switch DPDT  1  

8 Double sided adhesive foam pads 2  

9 Wheel grey 40mm – black spot 2  

10 Wheel grey 40mm - plain 2  

11 Dark blue slit tube 200mm x 5mm 3  

12 Light blue plain tube 200mm x 5mm 2  

13 Plastic drinking straw approx. 5 mm dia 1  

14 Grey axle 200mm x 3.9 mm (snap off) 1  

15 Blue clip connector (in block of 4) 4  

16 Green connector (in blocks of 3) 15  

17 Grey collar 4mm 5  

18 Belt drive 60mm 1  

19 Special tube cutting tool 1  

 Card A4 sheet - Car Body net (not shown above) 1  
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Building the Model 

There are five steps in building the model.  These are broadly the steps that are taken in the 

motor industry when a vehicle is being built. 

1. Manufacture the component parts 

2. Build the sub-assemblies 

3. Final assembly of vehicle chassis 

4. Body manufacture, finishing and fitting 

5. Vehicle test  and adjustment 

Modern cars do not have a separate body and chassis.  Land Rovers had a separate chassis 

and body until very recently, and many SUVs and commercial vehicles still do. 

Step 1 – Manufacture component parts 

a) Chassis rails, front axles and steering links 

The chassis and steering components are made from plastic tubes connected by the green 

and blue connectors.  Cut the tubes using the special tube cutter.  Hold the tube in the 

cutter using only light pressure, then twist the tube until it is cut through, as shown below: 

            

Smooth the edges of the ends of the tubes with sandpaper. 

Using a ruler and a pencil mark the tubes and cut to the following lengths: 

Length mm Dark Blue split tube Light Blue tube 

15  2 

20 2  

30  1 

40 2  

45  1 

55  1 

60 1 1 

75  1 

95  1 

160 2  
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b) Floorpan 

 

The floorpan is made from the Corriflute panel.  A slot is cut into it using a craft knife. 

Using a ruler and pencil, mark the cut-out on the Corriflute panel, following the dimensions 

given on the drawing. 

 
When using the craft knife to cut out the slot, take care to hold the panel firmly, keeping 

fingers well clear of the knife. It is safer to make several light cuts, rather than trying to cut 

through the panel in one go (photo left below). 

Then cut the web either side of the slot to a depth of 12mm (photo right below). 
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c) Connecting blocks 

 

Using the craft knife or scissors, separate all the blue connectors.   

Separate only 4 of the green connector blocks, so that you have 12 individual connectors.  

Cut only one connector from the remaining block. 

    

 

d) Front and Rear Axles 

The front and rear axles are made from the grey snap-off rod, which is marked every 1cm. 

Break off 3 lengths:  1 length of 90mm and 2 lengths of 20 mm.  

Grip the rod close to where you want it to break as shown: 
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Step 2 -  Build the Sub- Assemblies 

a) Make the front axle and wheel assemblies 

Follow these instructions to make two assemblies: 

1.  Use a length of light blue tube 15mm long.  Push it through a green connector 

centre cross hole (square) until 3mm sticks out. 

2. Push a 20mm piece of grey axle into the blue tube until 8 mm sticks out the other 

side (photo left below).   

3. Put on a “black spot” wheel and then a grey collar to hold it (photo right below). 

The wheel should spin easily; if not try lubricating with oil or silicone. 

    

 

b)  Make the track rod and front axle carriers 

1. Use one length of light blue tube 55mm long, and 2 lengths of dark blue slit tube 20 
mm long. Assemble with 2 blue connectors (photo left below).   

2. Use 2 lengths of dark blue slit tube 40mm long for the vertical posts. Push a green 
connector on each tube through the hole at one end until 1cm of tube sticks out.  
Then push that end of the tubes through the end holes of the green connectors of 
the wheel assemblies (photo right below). 
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c) Assemble the front suspension and steering links 

Attach the track rod by pushing the 2 dark blue tubes through the other holes of the 

wheel green connectors. 

Push the 45 mm length of light blue tube into the end holes of the upper green 

connectors.  

 

 

d)  Build floorpan 

Use the Corriflute panel with slot, one length of light blue tube 75mm long and one 

length 95mm long. 

Push the tubes through flutes in the Corriflute panel so that they are 4cm apart and 

approximately 1cm from each end of the panel.  There should be equal lengths of tube 

sticking out either side of the panel (photo left below). 

Push the switch into the slot, so that the mounting tabs slide in between the upper and 

lower surfaces of the panel (photo right below)    
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e) Motor and Gearbox  Mount 

1. Push the 16 tooth gear fully onto the electric motor shaft.  Then push the 10 tooth 
gear onto the shaft until it contacts the other gear. 

2. Take the paired green connectors and fold them together.  
3. Push the 60mm length of dark blue split tube through one end hole of the folded 

block until approximately 15mm sticks out. 
4. Push the 30mm length of light blue tube through the other end hole so that it is 

centred in the block. 
5. Trim the rough edges off the (non-hinged) side of the double connector block and 

attach a sticky pad to that side of the block. Then stick the motor to it, so that the 
motor is square to the block and centred in both directions. Motor terminals must 
be away from sticky pad. 

6. Wrap the “belt drive” (elastic band) round the motor and the green block as shown.  

 

 

f)       Assemble Rear Axle 

1. Take the 90mm axle rod and fit these items in the following order:  a grey collar, the 

large plastic gear (fitted boss first) and 2 more grey collars.  

2. Push the large plastic gear along the axle until the gear (flat side) lines up with the 

3cm mark on the axle. 
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Step 3 – Assemble the Chassis 

a) Build Chassis Rails 

1. Fit each 160mm length of dark blue split tube with 4 green connectors.  Push the 

tube through the centre (square) holes. 

2. Space the connectors at the following positions from one end of the tube, measuring 

from the end of the tube to the middle of the connector: 

Connector 1 at 25mm;  Connector 2 at 65mm;  Connector 3 at 80mm; 

Connector 4 at 107mm 

3. Now push a blue connector onto each tube so that it touches green Connector 1. 

 

b) Fit Rear Axle bearings 

Cut 2 lengths of 15mm from the plastic straw (these form smooth bearing surfaces for 

the axle).  Insert these into the lower holes in Connector 4 on each chassis rail, leaving 

about 5mm protruding from the outside of the two connectors.  It is easier to do this if 

you put a length of axle rod in the pieces of straw before you try to fit them. 
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c) Fit floorpan, motor/gearbox assembly and rear axle to chassis rails 

1. Push the floorpan cross-tubes through Connectors 1 and 2 on one chassis rail, so 

that the cross-tubes are under the chassis rails.  The shorter cross-tube goes 

through Connector 1, the longer one through Connector 2.  Push the tubes through 

until the sides of the floorpan contacts the connectors.  The switch terminals 

should face upwards. 

2. Push the longer end of the motor/gearbox long cross-tube into the lower hole of 

Connector 3. 

3. Insert the rear axle into its bearing (Connector 4) so that the large gear is under the 

two small gears on the motor. 

4. Push the 60mm length of light blue tube into the upper hole of Connector 4. 

5. Now fit the second chassis rail to all the cross-tubes and rear axle. 

 

 

4.  Final Vehicle Assembly 

a) Adjust Rear Axle and fit Rear Wheels 

Adjust the position of the single collar on the axle, so that there is about 1mm side-to-

side free play in the axle. 

Fit a wheel to each end of the axle.  They push on and do not require any fixings. 

b) Fit Steering Assembly 

1. Push the two chassis rails through the square holes in the upper green connectors 

on the steering assembly.  You may need to slide the green connectors so that the 

holes are clear.   

2. Push the green connectors along the rails until they contact the blue connectors. 
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c) Fit Battery Holder and connect Switch and Motor 

Cut the red battery holder wire in half and strip the insulation from the cut ends.   

Use the cut off piece to connect the centre terminal of the switch to a motor terminal. 

Using a sticky pad, fix the battery holder to the floorpan, alongside the switch. 

Connect the positive (red) wire from the battery carrier to the other motor terminal. 

Connect the negative wire from the battery holder to one of the end terminals on the 

switch.  

Before soldering the connections, install a battery and check that the motor runs in the 

correct direction, i.e. so that the car will go forward.  If not, simply swap the motor 

connections over. (See next paragraph for adjustments to the motor/gearbox). 

Solder the connections on the motor and the switch. 
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d) Final Adjustments 

1. It may be necessary to twist the chassis slightly so that all four wheels touch the 

ground properly. 

2. It may also be necessary to adjust the positions of the cross rails on the chassis 

slightly by sliding the green connectors along the chassis rails. 

3. Adjust the track rod so that the front wheels are parallel.  

4. The motor and gearbox assembly can be adjusted in two ways: 

 Slide the whole motor/gearbox assembly along the long cross rail to select 

the 10 tooth or 16 tooth small gear. 

 Rotate whole assembly on the long cross rail to engage the small gear with 

the large gear. 

Now you can switch the motor on and test the chassis.  Try adjusting the steering to go 

straight or round in circles.  The car will go best on a non-slip surface such as the short 

pile carpet often used in schools. 

Try the two gears.  The car will go faster on the 16 tooth gear than the 10 tooth one.  

Your tutor will explain why this is. 

5. Design and make the Body 

The body is made from the card net shape provided.  Before making the body, you may 

wish to colour the body shape and draw on it to represent a radiator, front lights etc. 

To make the body, carefully cut out the shape, score along the fold lines (including the 

glueing tabs). Then fold, glue and stick the tabs to make the body shape shown on 

page 1 of these instructions.  

Punch four holes in the positions shown on the body. The best way to do this is by 

using a paper hole punch. 

Attach the body to the chassis by pushing the two “exhaust pipes” through the holes in 

the rear surface of the body and then fitting the long cross rail through the holes in the 

body sides.  

The bonnet of the car body should sit on the front suspension uprights.  You may need 

to trim areas like the wheel arches to clear the wheels.  

Now run the car!  You can design tracks - straight and circular – for timed runs or races. 
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